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Summary

The 'Measurement and Control' group developed a mechanical
demonstration process called the 'ball balancing system'.
Basically the system consists of a rail on which a ball is
rolling. The system is meant to illustrate control design for
positioning the ball by moving the rail.
Modifications were made to the second prototype, during this
project. The mechanical transmission from motor to rail was
changed: a sliding joint was replaced by two rotational axes. A
potentiometer was fastened on the rotational axis of the rail to
enable measurement of the rail angle. The tacho feedback of the
system was filtered to obtain correct feedback when using
pulsewidth- modulated inputsignals. And finally was the system
fastened on a cart, so that it can easier be transported.

For identification purposes, the system can roughly be thought of
as two separate system parts. The first part consists of a motor
and the mechanical transmission from rotation of the motor axis to
the rotation of the rail. This part behaves in a non-linear manner
mainly due to friction. The second part consists of the rail and
the metal ball in it. Based on physical laws a linear model with
known parameters can be deduced, that describes the movement of
the ball as a function of the angle of the rail.
For the first system part, motor + rail, four models were
developed. Estimations were performed for three of these models.
Our continuous-time model was obtained from physical insight. The
corresponding time-discrete model has parameters that are
dependant on another. Standard estimation software estimates
parameters of a discrete-time black box model, that are
independant of each other. Therefore we had to write our own
estimation software, to be able to incorporate the dependencies of
the discrete-time parameters. Software was also written for
datageneration. The language used was RM-FORTRAN.
For none of the models for which estimations were performed, could
parameters be found that gave good simulation results for the
estimation datasets as well as for the validation datasets. In the
datasets used in the estimations for the last two models, an
unwanted driftsignal was present that confused the estimations.
However, the cause of the drift was found, and new data can be
generated not polluted by drift. The last estimation program had a
model that included the drift. This program requires only a slight
change to perform estimations using the new data without drift.
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1. Introduction

About ten years ago, a demonstration process called the
'ball-balancing system', was developed by people from the
'Measurement and Control' group. Basically the system consists of
a rail on which a ball is rolling. By controlling the angle of the
rail, the ball can be moved to any desired point along the rail.
This system gave students the possibility to use their theoretical
knowledge in practice in the fields of measurement, identification
and control.
The system part consisting of the rail and the ball has not been
changed over the years. However, the transmission from inputsignal
[V] to angle of the rail [radians], has changed considerably. In
the first version of the system, the rail was fastened on a wheel.
The tire of the wheel was driven by a dc-motor. One year ago, the
wheel was replaced by a rollscrew with its axis connected on the
axis of a dc-motor. This dc-motor was also different from the one
used in the 'wheel version'.
For controlling the system, a model is needed that describes the
behaviour of the system. Based on this model a controller can be
developed to move the ball over- the rail according to some
criterion. For control that is fast when the ball is still far
away from the desired position, and accurate when the ball is
close to the desired position, a good model is necessary. Such a
model should describe both large sighal behaviour and small signal
behaviour accurate. Especially the small signal behaviour which is
non-linear, is difficult to model.
My task was to obtain a model that would describe properly,
large and small signal behaviour of the new system. It was
allowed to 'improve' the system: changes that would make
system behaviour more linear, were allowed. Based on the new
model, old controllers can be corrected, and new controllers can
be designed.
An extra condition on the model was, that it should be based on
physical insight. It was expected that such a model could describe
the system better than a black-box model.
Physical insight is easily expressed in the continuous-time
domain: a small number of parameters is often sufficient. The
estimation however, is performed for discrete-time parameters.
Because we want to be able to calculate the continuous-time
parameters from the discrete-time parameters, the modelset used in
the estimation should be exactly equal to the modelset of the
continuous-time domain. As a result of this demand, the software
package MATLAB can not be used for the estimation. So estimation
programs have to be written, preferably in the language
RM-FORTRAN.
The data needed for the estimation, will have to be generated.
Because of the unstable character of the system, the rail and
especially the ball will easily reach their bounds. When this
occurs the data can not be used for the estimation, because the
model does not incorporate the effects of these bounds. This
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2. Changes in the system

The ball balancing system was build by Martin Driessen during the
last year of his study. Martin has described the system in detail
in his report ([1]: in Dutch). The figure below shows the system I
started with.

1. messing rai I
2. ball
3. perspex tube
4. rollscrew
5. sliding joint
6. limiting switches
7. motor
8. counterweight
9. front plate
10. axis of rotation
11. flexible joint

Fig. 2.-1 Ball balancing system before change.

I will restrict myself to describing the few changes that were
made to the system during the time I worked with it. Some of these
changes were made in order to make the system more linear. The
others were made to make the system easier in use.

2.1 Fastening of the rollscrew

The sliding joint fastening the rollscrew to the rail turned out
to suffer from play. This play is a cause of unwanted non-linear
behaviour. Although there were some adjustment screws the play
could not be reduced to an acceptable level. What had to be done
was make a fastening without the sliding joint. Two axes of
rotation were created with some metal parts and bearings from the
VACTRIC construction set. These axes are shown below in figure
2.-2 (see also fig 2.-3).

3



fig. 2.-2 : Axes of rotation replacing the sliding join.

For small a the change in length Al of the rollscrew will be
proportional to Aa. For large a the factor Au/AI will be dependent
on a and also will it be non-symmetrical for positive and negative
a.

2.2 Dynamic reset circuit

In figure 2.1 there were two magnetic switches that prevented the
rollscrew from moving too far and causing mechanical damage. When
one of the switches was activated the rollscrew and thus the rail
could only move in one direction, ie. towards the position where
the rail is horizontal. When the rollscrew was manually restored
to its normal operating region a reset button had to be pushed to
enable the rollscrew moving in both directions again.
For my data generation (§4.1) I needed a potentiometer with its
axis (via two cog-wheels) on the axis of rotation indicated in
fig. 2.-1. Because the voltage from this potentiometer was a
function of the rail angle a, it could be used to see where in (or
outside) its normal operating region the rollscrew was.
Using this voltage, Ken Shiosaki (a Japanese student) made a
circuit that detected whether the rollscrew was inside or outside
its normal operating region, and also performed the reset when
necessary. For more information I refer to the report of Ken
Shiosaki ([2]). Additional remarks on his report are included in
appendix 1.

2.3 Pulse width modulation

When manually controlling the input voltage to the motor, one will
find that a small input voltage is not enough to get the system
from standstill into motion. Only for a large input voltage the
system will react. If this non-linear behaviour is caused by a
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simple deadzone, it can be overcome by applying an input signal
which consists of pulses. These pulses should have constant
amplitude (0 V, ±10 V) and varying width. Because of the constant
amplitude the non-linear effects for small excitation are
bypassed: the process is operated at a high excitation level and
effective energy is controlled in time space by the pulse-width
contrary to the usual amplitude space.
A circuit which realizes this pulse width modulation was developed
by again Ken Shiosaki. His description of the circuit is in [2);
some remarks I made on this are again in App. 1.

2.4 Fastening of the system on a cart

The system was fastened on a cart so that it can easily be
transported. For the four metal rods that support the system
several holes were drilled in the wooden table-top. The system is
fastened in such a manner that when necessary the cart can again
be removed and the system will need only minor changes to function
again. A rubber mat was placed on the lower metal plate to damp
the resonance that existed when using PWM.

fig. 2.-3 System on the cart.
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3. Models based on physical insight

For fast control with a small steady state error it is necessary
to have a good model of the system. This model can be based on
physical insight or it can be a black box model with enough
parameters to describe the input-ouput behaviour properly. Both
models have advantages and disadvantages.
An advantage of a model based on physical insight is that it has a
small number of parameters compared to a black box model. This
will make it easier for an estimation routine to find the optimum
value for all the parameters. That is the value for which the
model behaviour corresponds best with the system behaviour
according to some criterion. A second advantage is that some
physical parameters might also be obtained by observing responses
of the system on special input signals such as a step signal. This
is because physical parameters have a real physical meaning (eg.
timeconstant, damping or dc-amplification).
The limited number of parameters mentioned above, at the same time
might prove to be disadvantageous, namely when the physical
insight is not totally correct or when it is incomplete. Another
disadvantage of the model based on physical insight becomes
apparent when one tries to convert the continuous-time model into
a discrete-time model. Whilst physical insight is easily expressed
in the continuous-time domain, in the discrete-time domain the
expressions are more difficult. This will have consequences for
the optimization routines that can be used (see §4.3). This is
also the reason that the continuous-time models in §3.2.1 are kept
very simple and probably do not incorporate all the features of
the real system. The continuous-time model in §3.2.2 is more
complex, and is very hard to describe in the discrete-time domain.

3.1 A linear model

The derivation of a transfer function from input voltage u to
ballposition x will be split up in two parts. First I will derive
a transfer function from u to rail angle «, and secondly the
transfer from « to x. This is done in the coninuous-time domain.
In the last part of this paragraph I will derive the equivalent
transfer function in the discrete-time domain for u ~ «. I will
not try to calculate numerical values for the constants in the
expressions that are derived. The derivation below is only meant
to give an impression of the neglects of non-linearities that are
made in order to derive at a linear model.

6
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Fig. 3.-1 Schematical representation of the system
(R : axis of rotation of rail)

permanent
current i
the input

The motor in our system is a dc servo-motor with a
magnet and generates a torque proportional with the
through the motor. The current is proportional to
voltage u (because of iR feedback). This yields:

torque T ex i ex u (3.1)
With a counterweight can be achieved that the centre of gravity of
the rail+rollscrew is in the axis of rotation R (fig.3.-1). So
the torque due to gravity can be assumed zero.
Torque T will set into motion the rollscrew and the rail. The
change in length of the rollscrew will change «.

ploc(d.alp.'·'.d,sl.a,'··')

/ ,',., ....
.,'

....
,.Y'

I.m0.950.9

dlml

0.130.1

l>(

::r
0<.

0.2

I 0.1

i
0..

.(1.1 ....
.....

.(J.2

.(I·b.7 0.75

Fig. 3.-2 Transfer from length of rollscrew d to angle «.
a) « = 0;
b) « > 0;
c) « as function of d

For a holds (use cosine formula):
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(3.3)

b2+c2_d2
o = arccos( 2'b.c ) (3.2)

Because ~« = ~o the partial derivative ~«I~d is the same as ~o/~d:

~« _ 2d
~d -

14b2c2_(b2+c2_d2)2 .

For this derivation we take ~«I~d to be constant thus neglecting
the non-linearity in fig.3.-2b. This is only permitted for « not
to negative, so -0.18 ~«~ 0.35 [rad].
Other neglects that are made:

1) torque due to mass of the ball;
2) torque due to non-linear friction.

Thus we arrive at:

(3.4)K ·u = J·e «+ D·e «
1 tt twhere

J = moment of inertia of all mass moving with angular accelertion
proportional with ett«;

D = linear friction coefficient of all mass moving with angulr
speed proportional with e «.

t

Now I will derive a linear transfer from « to x.

0
-B~- -,

Rtf!

CROSS SECTION A-A

Fig. 3.-3 Forces acting upon the ball in a direction along
the rail (W=friction force).

The sum of forces in fig. 3.-3 will be equal to m·a x
tt

2m·a x = W- m'g'sln« + m' (a «) 'x
tt t

(3.5)

Torque W. R/'2 wi 11 make the ball rotate around an axi s through the
centre of gravity of the ball. The momentum of inertia of the ball
can be calculated to be (2/5)'m'R2 . So it follows that
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the centrifugal force
an approximation for

W'RlY2 = -(2/5)'m'R2'8tt~ = -(2/5)'m'R
2
'8

tt
X / (RlY2)

~ W = -(4/5)'m'8 x
tt

Substituting (3.6) in (3.5) and neglecting
which is non-linear in a and taking a as
sina, we get :

8 x = - (5/9) .g . a
tt

For the total transfer from u to x then follows:

(3.6)

(3.7)

(3.4) : I( 'u = J'8 a + D·8 a
1 tt t

(3.7)

T=J/D) a(s) =
1(=1( /D

1
--..---+) X ( s ) =

I(
-s-(7""s-T-+-="l......)- u (s )

-(5/9)g a(s)
2s

xes) = •with I( = -(5/9)·g·1(
T = J/D

(3.8)

u(s) ----JL.-__I(__-----JI a(s) )1__-_(_5_/S9~_)g__---+) xes)I S(ST+1). .

In the discrete-time domain the transfer from u ~ a is given by:

~=(1-Z-1)~{.!. I(
u\z) s S(ST+1)

u( k) -l,--_Z_Oh__

where ~ denotes as-domain
and with

-T/T
a = 1 + e

1 -T/T
a = e

2

)I__S_(S_~_+_l_) T_~__ a( k)

-1 -2

}

b Z + b Z= 1 2
-1 -21-az +az

1 2

to z-domain transform ( h(k)=h (kT)
c

(3.9)

3.2 Non-linear models u ~ a

In 2.3 we saw that our system behaved in a non-linear fashion. A
small input voltage u was not enough to get the system from
standstill into motion (; motion means here: rail angle a
changes). This non-linear behaviour is clearly visible in fig.
3.-4.
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.(I.loL---::50~~ICIO=---~Ull;;-~-;;-~2SD;-----:_;:;;;-----:33D~~"
_10__

.(I.�OL------:'50':--~ICIO--ISI--_.........-250~-3llO~-33D~--'4lIO
_10__

Fig. 3.-4 (n(k) = gaussian noise sequence wi th standard
deviation of 3.3 V )

a) curve 1: (X (k) is response on u (k) = 1. O-n(k);
curve 2: (Xl (k) is response on ul(k) = O. 9-n(k);
etc. 2 2

b) curve 1: (Xl (k)/1. 0;
curve 2: (X2(k)/0.9;
etc.

u

For a linear system the curves in 3.-4b should all lie on top of
each other.
In 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 models are given that might be suitable for
describing the non-linear behaviour of our system. The models in
3.2.1 consist of the linear model with a non-linear block added

to it. The model in 3.2.2 is more complicated and is based on a
model for non-linear friction.

3.2.1 Non-linear models without hysteresis

The models u ~ (X described here all consist of a non-linear block
without memory, and the linear block u ~ (X described in 3.1 :

-----+,)1_~_~_~_~_~_i_n_e_ar_---Jf---u_I---+,)1__S_(_S_~_+_1_)_---Jf------4
Fig.3.-5 : Non-linear model for u ~ (X (non-linear block

without hysteresis)

Three non-linear blocks were tried for identification, all having
the property that for lui < Cl the model output ex will behave as
if u were O. Because the non-linear blocks have no memory UI is a
simple function of u. This description by means of UI as function
of u is very simple and applicable for both continous-time and
discrete-time domain. The three blocks that were used for
identification of the system are depicted below.
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U
1

/

/

£
1

u /1
U ,, u--r , ,/ £ £ ~

, 1 2
/

U
1

one parameter: £1;

two parameters: £1 and £2'

Fig. 3.-6 Three possible non-linear blocks
depicted in fig.3.-5.

a and b

c

for the model

3.2.2 A non-linear model with hysteresis

Contrary to the models in 3.2.1 the non-linear model described
here has memory. Ie., the system's non-linear behaviour is
dependent on a and/or any of its derivatives. As with the linew'
system in 3.1 we again have a torque proportional to the input
signal, a friction term and a rotational momentum. But this time
the friction torque is not proportional to 8ta. The friction
torque is now given in fig. 3.-7 and is very much like a Stribeck
curve known for hydrodynamical bearings.

Tf

8+C

8

(3.10)

upto a maximum

linear friction;

T
3

T
f

IT I is equal to ITI
f

of T (0+) = B + C .
f

the non-linear friction torque T
o : T = T +T +T with f

f 123
T = 0·8 a

1 t

T
2

= B·sign(8
t
a) constant drag;

-h'8ta= C-e ·slgn(8 a) , h > 0
t

opposes torque T from motor;

Model for
For 8 a '"

t

For 8 a = 0
t

Fig. 3.-7
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The behaviour of this model is given by (torque from motor is T ~

u) :

8 « = 0
t

if T > T (0+) or T < T (0-) ~ rail will start moving
r r (8«;1:0) (3.11a)

t
net torque T-T (8 «) accelerates

r t

or decelerates the rail ~ J·8 «= T - T (8 «)tt r t
(3.11b)

How this model behaves can be illustrated by considering the case
depicted in fig.3.-S.

®
t 1 t2

: ~ qua.l.tatlona.~

tl ---:"0.,"": r •• po" ••.... .
t2 ....~

l d~naMlc r •• pon ••

t

Fig. 3.-S Input signal in fig.3.-Sa , and non-linear friction
torque as in fig.3.-Sb, give an angular speed 8t « as
in fig. 3. -Sc .
(initial state t=O : 8 « = 0 and 8 «= 0)t tt
Dashed line : see text.

In fig. 3.-S can be seen that as soon as T(t) > Tr(O+) the rail
will start to move because J·8tt« > O. The dashed line in 3.-Sc
represents the value of 8t« towards which the system would
converge, if the input torque would remaine unchanged from that
time t on. Or to rephrase it: it is the stable value for 8t« when
the input is T(t), because J·8tt« = T(t) - Tr(8t«) = 0, and small
perturbations ~8t« will be countered because the gradient in 3.-Sb
is positive.
What happens when the input torque is again reduced to zero is
depicted in fig. 3.-9.
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T

®
t I t2

o
t I

quaa'atatlonar!j
r •• pon ••

d!jnam'c r •• pon ••

in fig.3.-9a • and non-linear friction
fig.3.-9b. give an angular speed 8 0: as

t

Fig. 3.-9 Input signal
torque as in
in fig. 3. -9c
(initial state t=to : 8 0: = 8 0:1 andt t t=tO
Dashed line: see text under fig. 3.-8.

8 0: = 0)
tt

By applying some testsignals u(k). k=1 •..• m , points of the curve
Tr(8to:) in fig. 3.-7 could roughly be determined. These
testsignals are:
1 : u(k) is a ramp for k'T ~ tl. and constant for k·T > tl; tl is

the moment the rail has started moving. and is obtained by
testing if o:(k) is greater or smaller than a user-chosen
threshold. The initial value of 0: should be O.

2 u(k) is a piecewise linear inputsignal. specified by the user
(the number of straight lines is 3). Choose this signal s6.
that at some time holds 8tto: ~ O. and thus Tr(8to:) ~ T . T is

the input torque. which is proportional to u.
With these testsignals 6 points of Tr(8to:) were determined, and a
smooth curve was drawn through these points: see fig. 3.-10.
Torque Tr was caculated from the inputvoltage (see also eq.(3.1»:

Tr I = T = 2.2 Ncm/V . u
8tto:=0

13
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Ncm

6.6

4.96

3.96

......./

2.12

..•.;.; .,;

....•
•

..
•

rad/s

Fig. 3. -10 The curve Tr(8ta), obtained by drawing a smooth curve
through 6 measured datapoints.

It is rather difficult to write software for calculating the
response of the model according to (3.11) because this equation
cannot be solved analytically. Because we have no analytical
expression we cannot obtain a discrete-time model that is an exact
map of this non-linear time-continuous model.
A discrete-time model that is a good approximation, during some
time interval with length 0 (~ T), of the non-linear
continuous-time behaviour is derived below.

Non-linear continuous-time model:

t E [k'T, (k+l)T) :

(3.13)
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Discrete-time approximation:

t E = [k'T+i'~, k'T+(i+l)~)

+ =

(3.14)

The bottom line of the expression in (3.14), containing the
constants T30 and T31, is a first order approximation of the curve
T3(8ta) in the point 8ta(tk,l), as shown in fig. 3.-11.

torque

c

FOA

Fig. 3. -11 The first order approximation FOA(8ta) of T3(8ta),
for 8ta = 8ta(tk,l) > 0 .

-h'xFor x>O holds: T3(X) = C'e ; the constants T30 and T31 for an
approximation in x = p are given by

-h'pT = C'e (l+h'p)
30

and -h'pT = -h'C'e31
(3.15)

h·xFor x<O holds: T3(X) = -C'e . For x = -p, the constants T30 and
T31 follow from (3.15) but with an extra minus sign for T3O.
When 8ta(tk,l) is known, T30 and T31 can be calculated and then
8ta(tk,l+1) can be calculated from (3.14), And this can be

15



repeated until tk,l = (k+1)'T and k is increased with 1. And so
on.....
The angle a itself can be calculated, by taking a (discrete)
integral of the values 8ta(tk,l).

The first order approximation, denoted by FOA(8ta), of T3(8ta) in
the neighbourhood of 8ta(tk,1) , is good enough when the error
Td8ta(tk,l+1)) - FOA(8ta(tk,I+1)), is small compared to the
other expressions on the righthand side of (3.14). This places an
upperbound on ~. Especially when 8ta(tk,I+1) has a different sign
than 8ta(tk,1), the first order approximation should be made again
for the part of the interval where the sign was changed. A
lowerbaund for ~ is dictated by the required computation time and
the accumulation of truncation errors.
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4. Considerations when estimating parameters

For control of ballposition x we need to know the transfer u ~ x.
The transfer u ~ x can be calculated from u ~ a once a ~ x is
known. In §3.1 we obtained a linear model for a ~ x that was very
simple and without unknown constants. In chapter 4 (and 5) we
restrict ourselves therefore to the preliminaries for the
identification of u ~ a.

4.1 Data generation

T = -T In(0.05) ~ T/3
10= 0.05e

When generating data for the estimation of parameters of some
model, it is important to know the limitations of the model. I.e.,
where is the correspondence between model and system good and
where is it bad. (For control purposes it may be necessary to use
different models for various working points in the system's range.
Each model will then lead to a different controller. )Therefore,
the first demand is, that the generated data should contain
enough information about the features of the system which are
incorporated in the model. The second demand is, that features of
the system that are not in the model, should influence the data as
little as possible.
Because of the first demand, the sampling periodtime T should be
low enough to see the influence of timeconstant T (equation (3.8»
in the data. Because T is yet unknown, the best thing to do Is
choose T very short (<< 0.1 s. found for T by Martin Driessen), and
see what the estimation with this data yields for T. When this T
is much larger than T, new data can be generated with a larger T
to reduce redundant information. The follOWing rule of thumb can
be used when deciding whether T can be reduced or not. The time
that elapses before the stepresponse exp(-t/T) reaches its final
value within 5%, should be about 10·T. So:

lO.T---
T

For T ~ 0.1 s. the above rule of thumb yields T = 0.033 s., so a
sampling frequency of 30 Hz..
Because of the second demand, the system should not reach it's
bounds: the dynamic reset should not be activated while generating
data. This is guaranteed when a does not leave the interval
(-0.314,0.314) [rad]. If our system is symmetrical, and we have
for input a noise sequence with a normal (Gaussian) distribution
with zero mean, the output of the system will also have a zero
mean. When the standard deviation au of the input signal is small,
the system will stay within its bounds long enough to generate
enough data for estimation purposes. I tried several values for
~u, and found that at 40 Hz and for 800 samples, au = 3.3 V was
suitable. For the generation of the Gaussian noise I used routine
G05DDF from the NAG PC-50 library.
The second demand is also important for another limitation of our
model. In §3. 1 was shown that the transfer Aa/Ad is non-linear,
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and that this non-linearity is more severe when 1«1 is large. This
also puts an upper- and lowerbound on «.
Although this non-linearity is known, it's not possible to correct
the data for ito With correction I mean, a calculation of a new
dataset (U,«l) out of the measured dataset (u,«), and so (U,«l)-- --
being the result of a system identical to the actual system, but
with a linear transfer d ~ « . This impossibility is due to the
fact that J in equation (3.4) incorporates mass moving with both
angular acceleration 8tt« and angular acceleration proportional to
8ttd. The former part of the mass can be correctly modelled by
J o8tt«, but as d ~ « is non-linear, this does not apply to the
latter part. Applying the same reasoning on D, results in the same
problem.
Because of. the Impossibility of correction, 1«1 has to be kept
small. But not too small, because that would resul t in a dataset
in which the non-linear effect for small signals would dominate
the more linear, large signal behaviour. In §4.2 two datasets will
be used for estimation: one with a small inputsignal and the other
wi th a large inputsignal.

Apart from demands considering the information contents of «(k)
there is a demand on the sampling frequency in order to prevent
aliasing (when transforming «(t) into «(k)). The highest
significant frequency component of «(t) is dependent on the
frequency contents of u(t) and on the transfer of the system.
Therefore I had to keep the frequency contents of u(t) low while
at the same time sample «(t) with a frequency high enough to be
able to estimate T. For simplicity of the discrete-time models I
wanted to apply u(t) = u(k) for (k-1)T ~ t < koT , with the same
frequency lIT as I sampled «(t). Therefore I used for both input
and output a frequency of 40 Hz, but I repeated each random number
from G05DDF four times in a row.

pIaI((ulS alSOlooj)

10

o

.J

-!Vi

.IOO~---"IOO~~200~~300"""-~400"""--300~-:dOO~---::700:=-'-~1OO

......-
Fig. 4.-1 A Gaussian noise input signal u [V], and the

corresponding ouput signal « [radIo
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The quantization noise can be kept small, by using the
programmable gain option of the LABMASTER AD-interface ([7]: p. 3,
58). Our LABMASTER card has the Programmable Gain High option, and
for a unipolar signal the range can be chosen from O.. 10 V, 0 .. 5
V, O.. 2.5 V and 0 .. 1.25 V. The voltage of the a-potmeter can be
kept between 0 and 1 V for -0.314 < a < 0.314. So the range of
O.. 1.25 V was chosen.
The assembly language routines that enable the use of the
LABMASTER interface are contained in the file PFLSD2.ASM . This is
a slightly changed version of PFLS.ASM written by Hans WiJtvliet
(TUE-RC), in order to enable the programmable gain. By calling the
routine INITLM contained in PFLSD2, with an argument of 131, the
analogue range from the AD-convertor is chosen 0.. 1.25 V (the
other 3 ranges are: 128: O.. 10 V; 129: 0.. 5 V; 130: O.. 2.5 V).
The Fortran program that I've written for the data generation is
called MATDAT4 [App. 2]. Prior to generating the data, the rail
should be put in the horizontal position (a=O). This can easily be
achieved with the program LBTST5 [App. 2].

4.2 Choice of error criterion

For controller design based upon a physical model, we need a model
which gives good simulation rather than a model which gives good
prediction. For good simulation we have to use an output error
criterion ( [5]: chapter: paragraph 4d: ' Choice of modelset'; p.
87-95).

e
1

(k)

Y1(k) 1+ Yd(k)

+)O~

Fig. 4.-2 Output error for model H
1

(z) is e
1

(k).

(ud : inputdata; Yd: outputdata; Y1: simulation of Yd )

TThe objective when estimating parametervector ~ = (Xl, ... ,Xn) of
model Hl(Z), will then be:

Output error criterion:

m

minimize ~ e~(l)
1=1

(4. 1)

However, when the model u ~ yl will
simulation of y2, where the (linear)
known, the error criterion should be
4.-3). Thus:

finally be
transfer of
applied for
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m

Output error criterion: minimize Le~(l) (4.2)

1=1

e 1(k)

ud(k) Y1 (k) 1+ yd(k) ~(z) -Yd(k)

)1 H1(z) I +X) I H2 (z)

(a)
e

2
(k)

ud(k) y1(k)

~+
~(Z)-Yd(k)

)I H1(z) I [ ~(z)
(b)

Fig. 4.-3 a: Noise entering the system is output noise of
model H1;

b: Noise entering the system is output noise of
model H1-H2.

(ud : inputdata; Yd : outputdata; Y1: simulatie of Yd )

From 4.-3a follows:

From 4.-3b then follows:

e
2

(k) = H2 (z)'(yd (k) - y
1

(k» = H
2

(z)-e1(k)

(4.3)

(4.4)

Another way to think of e2 entering the system is given in fig.
4. -4.

-1
Fig. 4.-4 : Noise e

2
arrives at output Y1 via filter H2 (z).

In MATLAB it is possible to estimate parameters of Hi and of the
noise filter H21 by minimizing Ee~. However, the parameters of

-1H2 are known and have to be fixed when est imat ing the parameters
of Hi. This is not possible in MATLAB. The only thing that remains
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when one uses MATLAB for the estimation, is estimate the
-1parameters of H2 t66. and check in the validation phase if these

parameters are the same as the val ues known beforehand.

In §4.1 the first demand on the data used for the identification
was, that the data should contain enough information about the
features of the system covered by the model. A lot of information
about the non-linear part of the system is gathered, when using an
input signal with small amplitude for data generation. Information
about the linear part of the system is best gathered from data
generated by a large input signal. A model that has to be valid
for both signal amplitudes, should be estimated with an
optimization criterion that consists of the simulation errors for
both datasets. When one observes fig. 3.-4. curve 2 and curve 7
eg .• represent respectively the large signal and the small signal
behaviour. When the optimization criterion F is

small signal behaviour:
~ = ~-~s ' ~ = ~ (~)

large signal behaviour:
~l = ~l-~l ' ~l = ~l(~)

(4.5)

min
X

T
parametervector

F(X) =

the model output for the small input signal might be totally
different (in a relative sense) than the corresponding dataset,
without giving a significant contribution to the optimization
criterion. This is due to the low energy contents of ys
compared to yl. An optimization criterion for which es (small
signal behaviour) gives a significant contribution to F as well,
is:

(4.6)

m

0-2 = 1 \ y2
s m L ds

k=l

min
X

T
parametervector

F(X) =

in the
signal
to a

In (4.6) the relative errors are summed to yield F, instead of the
absolute errors.
It should be noted here, that when the system is not
modelset. it is not possible to fit both small and large
behaviour. Using the combined criterion (4.6) may then lead
model which is good for neither gross, nor fine control.
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4.3 Choice of optimization routine

In chapter 3 we described models based on physical insight. In
§3.1 we saw that a simple model such as «(s)/u(s) = K/(s2T + s).
with 2 unknown coefficients (k and T). yields an expression in the
discrete-time domain with 4 unknown coefficients (b1 and b2 in
numerator. and a1 and a2 in denominator (see eq. (3.9»:

u(k) ----r
-1 -2

1 + a z + a z
1 2

Fig. 4.-5 2Discrete-time description of K/(s T+S). with each
coefficient al and bl a function of K and T (see
equation (3.9».

Each of these 4 coefficients is a function of only two parameters,
namely K and T. Relationships exist between the 4 coefficients so
that there remain only 2 degrees of freedom.
When estimating models based on physical insight. only estimation
routines can be used. in which it is possible to enter such
relationships between discrete-time coefficients. This for
instance rules out the use of MATLAB for the estimation, because
in MATLAB it is not possible to enter functions. that determine
the dependency of the coefficients a1 •...• b2 on a smaller number
of parameters (K and T).
Furthermore the estimation routine should have the possibility to
enter non-linear models (non-linear frictlDn or a simple
deadzone).

These two demands on the estimation routines were satisfied by the
software package TUTSIM from the Twente University of Technology.
Actually. the first demand is met because in TUTSIM
continuous-time models can be entered. Discrete-time data can be
the input to such a model. and the model-output can be compared
with discrete-time data to give an error for the
optimization-criterion. However TUTSIM is primarily intended for
simulation and not for identification. The implementation of the
only estimation routine in TUTSIM (a SIMPLEX-routine). has the
following drawbacks:

1: There is little or chaotic information during runtime
about convergence;

2: The routine is very slow;
3: There is little information about the accuracy of the

final parameter values;
4: A maximum on the number of iterations cannot be specified;
5: A lot of blocks are required for even simple models

(; scaling of parameters requires additional blocks).
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Perhaps that the program PSI from the Delft University of
Technology, which also uses blocks for model building, has less
disadvantages. PSI however was much later available and I have
given it little attention.

Because MATLAB could not be used and TlJfSIM did not have a very
userfriendly optimization routine, I had to write my own
optimization programs in RMlFortran (; this is a Fortran version
from the Ryan-McFarland Corporation). For these programs use could
be made of standard optimization routines available in the NAG
PC50 library. Such an optimization routine searches for the

Tparametervector ~ = (Xl X2 Xn) that minimizes scalar
function F(~). Departing from an initial value ~o chosen by the
user, the· optimization routine generates a sequence ~,

k=1,2, ... ,nit (nit = number of iterations) that should converge to
a local minimum of F(~). The routine from the NAG library has to
be linked with a number of user-wri t ten routines that perform the
following tasks:

1: Supply an interface between user and optimization routine
(user has to enter ego names of datafiles, a value for ~o

and a maximum number of iterations; the optimization
routine yields ego an optimal ~ and an IFAIL-Parameter);

2: Calculate F(~) and when needed (by the optimization
routine from the NAG library) also Partial derivatives
8F(~)18Xl, i=1, ... ,n

3: Monitor the generation of sequence ~ (ouput to screen and
disk is possible).

The NAG Fortran PC50 library contains two optimization routines.
One of these, E04CCF, is again a SIMPLEX routine, the same as in
TlJfSIM, but the implementation is more userfriendly. The other
one, E04DBF, is the conjugate gradient method due to Fletcher and
Reeves. The SIMPLEX-routine requires only F(~), while the
conjugate gradient requires also 8F18Xl, i=1, ... ,no Because it's
very hard to calculate the derivatives 8FI8Xl, I decided to use
the SIMPLEX routine E04CCF.
How the SIMPLEX routine E04CCF generates the sequence ~, is
explained in App. 3.

The structure of a optimization program using E04CCF, is given in
fig. 4. -6.
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ESTIM E04CCF

FUNCT

MJNIT

Fig. 4.-6 The structure of a Fortran optimization program using
the SIMPLEX routine E04CCF from the NAG-library.
User-written routines:
- ESTIM interface between user and E04CCF;
- FUNCT calculates F(K);
- MJNIT monitors generation of sequence Kk and F(Kk)

for k=1 •...• nit (nit=number of iterations).
Routine from NAG-library:
- E04CCF : generates sequence Kk .k=1 •...• nit.

The actual model description is contained in routine FUNCT. In
FUNCT the output as(l) (8 for •simulated' ) of the model with
parametervector~. given input u(l). is calculated (1=1.2 •...• m).
This simulated output as(l) is compared with the measured output
adell (d for 'data') and the error F(K) is evaluated.

q. a known m x 1 matrix (see text);
-1

nls = number of • least squares
parameters' ;

« = model simulated output-
with:

For some parameters of a model it may not be necessary to use the
SIMPLEX algorithm. because the optimum can immediately be found by
using a • least squares' estimate. The calculation of the least
squares estimate has to be performed in routine FUNCI. And it has
to be performed for each new ~ chosen by E04CCF. This makes
rout ine FUNCT more complex. but has as advantage that it reduces
the number of parameters in the SIMPLEX routine.
For parameters Xl for which (4.7) holds. a least squares estimate
can be calculated.

nls

~ = LXi· 9.i
i=1

(m > nls) (4.7)

The vector gl in (4.7) can be calculated from the input data g.
and from the other parameters of the model. who have taken values
from the last iteration of the non-linear search algorithm (here
SIMPLEX) .
For the error ~ from the simulation with respect to the data then
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holds:

=~ where ~ is outputdata

(4.8)
TThe value for E that minimizes e e , is then

Least squares estimate (4.9)

It is not desirable to solve Q using equation (4.9). Not only is
this formula likely to be less efficient in terms of computing
time; it may also make the problem more ill-conditioned ( [3],
'Introduction', p.l0). It is better to calculate the least squares
solution 2 by solving

(4.10 )Q P = a- =d

This can be done by using routine F04ATF from the NAG library. The
over-determined set of linear equations (4.10), is then solved
using Crout's factorisation method.

For the model below, that was described in §3.2.1, parameter K can
be calculated with a least squares estimate.

u as

Fig.4.-7 Non-linear model for u -7 a (non-linear blockswithout hysteresis)

Equation (4.7) will then give:

with ~ = ~(C,T,~)

~ ~(K,c,T,~)JK=l

(4. 11)

T(m-1)T)

(4. 12)

2·TTq = (0
-2

with

Equation (4.11) also holds for the linear model described in
§3.1.
In chapter 5 we will see that sometimes the ouputdata is polluted
by drift. For the model of fig. 4.-7 with drift, equation (4.7)
will yield:

~ = K'~l(c,T,~) + Cd'~2
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5. Estimation results for various models

As was explained in the introduction of chapter 4, I have
restricted the problem to the identification of the system part u
~ a. All the models that I have used for identification in this
chapter thus only describe the transfer u ~ a. For comparison
however, I will start this chapter with an estimation performed by
Martin Driessen [1]. The results of this estimation, indicate that
it might be useful to incorporate the physical insight in the
time-discrete model. This decreases the number of independent
Parameters to an acceptable level for estimation purposes.

5.1 A black box model u ~ Xdlf

This estimation was performed by Martin Driessen ([1]: p. 35-41)
with the Identification Toolbox from the HATLAS software package
[6]. Departing from a non-linear time-continuous model u ~ x
(fig. 5.-1), a discrete-time model (fig. 5.-2) can be constructed.

e(s)

u

~
ul(s) K xdif I xes)

.~
-1 I

2 I
s

Is (s· T+l)
T T T

:K )( ~

x(z)

Fig. 5.-1 Non-linear time-continuous model (2 parameters).
Non-linear part of model is known.
e is output error of model u ~ x .
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e(z)

-1
1-z
-T-

u

-rft4
ul(z) b -1+... + b3 'z-3 xdif1·z

--+ -1 -3
)

1+a1'z +... +a3 ·z

Fig. 5.-2 The time-discrete version of the model in fig. 5.-1.
a i and b i are given by (5.1).

-1The s-block and the s -block are approximated
-1

T/(1-z ). This is allowed for s = J'w'T , w·T
For the ai and bi in fig. 5.-2 holds:

-1by (l-z )/T
4: 1 ([8]: p.

resp.
4.5).

(T is known) (5.1)

The 6 parameters ai and bi depend on only 2 parameters, being K
and T. So the values for ai and bi are dependent.
The Ul and x data was generated as depicted in fig. 5.-3.

xu
Hsystem

butterworth
LP-filter

*J,
u

l

Generation of u
l

and x for the identification of

the model in fig. 5.-2.

(sampling frequency: 10 Hz; LP-filter: -3 dB at 3 Hz)

o
manual feedback

gaussian + .~

noise

+1
-8 c/ 'b +8

Fig. 5.-3

The manual feedback in fig. 5.-3 is needed to prevent the ball
from reaching the end of the rail. The lowpass Butterworth fi.lter
is used to reduce the high frequency contents of the 10 Hz
inputsignal. This still yields data containing rich information,
because the bandwidth of the system is less than 1 Hz. The
sampling frequency is chosen as high as 10 Hz, because otherwise
the manual feedback would be delayed to much to stop the ball from
reaching the end of the rail.
Xdif can be calculated from the measured x. The ai and bi in fig.
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5. -2 are the parameters of a Box-Jenkins model Ul ~ Xdlf. MATLAB
can estimate parameters of a Box-Jenkins model, but it can not
take into account the relationships given by (5.1). Nor is it
possible in MATLAB, to ~~cify the coefficients of the
noise-colouring filter (l-z )IT. When estimating the parameters
of a model with noise-colouring filter (l-z-I), the squared sum of
e/T will be minimized (see fig.5.-2). This will yield the same
parameters as the estimation of a model which has a
noise-colouring filter (l-z-I)1T . So 6 independant coefficients
al and bl had to be specified, and 1 coefficient for the
noise-colouring filter (only Cl is needed). The relationships
given by (5.1) can be checked in the evaluation phase.
In MATLAB, the amount of me~ory required for the estimation of 7
parameters, reduces the number of data samples that can be used.
And for a ~mall number of samples, it is not possible to estimate
7 parameters. So what Martin did, was try if good estimation
results could be obtained with a smaller number of a and b
parameters. It turned out that this was possible for 2
a-parameters and 2 b-parameters (see fig. 5. -4). And one
d-parameter was used, that might have been omitted according to
fig. 5. -2 and the above reasoning.

e(z)
I

-1 -2b . z +b' z
1 2

-1 -2
l+a'z +a'z

1 2

-11+c
1

. z

-1
1+d1 ' z

1

Fig. 5.-4 The Box-Jenkins model used for identification of the
system part ul ~ xdif .

The numerical results of the estimation were:

a 1= -1.9764±0.0023

a2= 0.979 ±0.0023

b1= 0.0717±0.0031

b2= 0.1247±0.0029

c 1= -0.01 ±0.0363

d 1= -0.9861±0.008

(5.2)

A model for u ~ x can be obtained from fig. 5.-3 by joining the
-1 -1-1part T/(l-z ). However, because (l+Cl'Z )/(l+dl'Z ) is not

equal to (l-z-I)/T, the error e that was minimized in the
estimation, will not be the output error of model u ~ x.
Simulations of x will have large errors compared with the x-data.
This can be seen in fig. 5.-5.
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Fig. 5.-5 Simulation and data of ballposition x. The model u ~
x was obtained from the model u ~ xdif by joining

T/(l-z-1).

(For plots of the simulation of Xdl£, and plots of the estimation
dataset and the validation dataset, I refer to [1]: p. 37-40 .)
In spite of the bad simulation of x in fig. 5.-5, the model u ~ x
could succesfully be used to design a LQG controller ([1]: p.42).
However, it is likely that a better model u ~ x is obtained, when
the interdependencies of the a and b parameters are incorporated,
and when Cl can be fixed on -1 (dl can simply be omitted).
Although keeping Cl fixed on -1 is not possible in MATLAB, it is
possible to manipulate the data so that the Cl parameter in the
model can be omitted, while still minimizing the output error of u
~ x. How this can be achieved is shown in fig. 5.-6.

e

? e

-1 tJ -1

-1 B(z) ~ x
d1f

)
u'C (z) IB(z) xdifoC (z)

ATZT )) ArZT
= x

Fig. 5.-6 Manipulation of input and ouput data, so that noise
colouring filter C(z) can be omitted from the model.

For the model in fig. 5.-2 this would mean, that the input data
should have to be integrated.
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5.2 A non-linear model u ~ a with hysteresis and physical
parameters

The first model I did use for the identification of u ~ a is
shown in fig. 5.-7.

Fig. 5.-7 A non-linear continuous-time model for u ~ a

The discrete-time representation of this model is given in fig.
5.-8.

u

+
ul -1 -2 ab·z +b·z1 2

-1 -2
1+a'z +a'z1 2

Fig. 5.-8 The discrete-time representation of the model in fig.
5.-7 .
The a and b parameters are dependant: see (5.3).

The a and b parameters are dependent, because there are 4 of them,
while there are only 2 degrees of freedom, namely K and T:

(sampling time T is known)

a. = a.(K,L,T) , b. = bi(K,L,T) ,
111

i=l, 2 (5.3)

2The expressions for ai and bi are derived from K/(s 'L+S) with a
zero order hold circuit added. However, for L < T/80 the ai and bi
are calculated from K/s and a zero order hold (so T is assumed 0).
This is done because otherwise the expressions (5.3) might consist
of terms 0 • m , due to the limited accuracy of the computer (the
accuracy is sufficient to obtain correct values for L ~ T/80).
Also because it is not possible to get an accurate estimate for T,
using a dataset generated with a sampling time T much larger than
L.
The generation of u and a data, could be done without using the
stabilizing feedback needed in §5.1 .
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u(z) u(s)
gaussian I I
noise ----+) zoh ---+)1 system

a(s)

~T'
1

Fig. 5.-9

a(z)

Data generation for the identification of the model in
fig. 5.-B (lIT = 40 Hz).

Two datasets were used: one for the estimation of the parameters,
and one for the validation of the parameters. Both datasets were
generated with the program HATDAT4 (see §4.1).
The estimation was performed using the SIMPLEX optimization
routine E04CCF. However, for parameter K a least squares estimator
was used. So routine E04CCF only needs to choose e ~d T.
The error criterion that was minimized, was f = Eel/ E(a) , where
el is the output error at sample i of the model u ~ a and E(a) is
the energy contents of the a-signal from the dataset (sum of
squared a samples). E(oc) is constant during the whole iteration
process.
The result of this estimation can not be used for determining the
model u ~ x that minimizes the output error of u ~ x because
that output error was not minimized for this criterion.

I performed the estimation with dataset IOVRAIB for several
initial values of (e,T). Parameter K is calculated via a L.S.
minimization in FUNCT and does not have to be specified. The
resulting final values for (e,T,K) and criterion f, are given in
table 5-1.

initial (e,T)
(1.4, 0.1)
(0. 0, 0.1)
(0.09, 0.12)

final (e,T,K.,f)
(0.09, 0.057, 0.0264, 0.00B2B)
(0.09, 0.055, 0.0264, 0.00B29)
(0.09, 0.05B, 0.0264, 0.00B29)

Table 5-1 : Estimation results for the model in fig. 5.-B with
dataset IOVRA1B.
(dimensions: e [V), T [s), K. [rad/(Y·s»),

f no dimension)

For all initial values of (e,T), effectively the same final value
(e,T) was obtained. The simulation for dataset IOVRAIB
corresponding with (e,T,K) = (0.09, 0.057, 0.0264) is depicted in
fig. 5.-10a . The simulation for the validation dataset I0VRA20 is
depicted in fig. 5.-10b .
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Fig. 5.-10 : a: Mode Ioutput and measured outputdata for dataset
IOVRA18 .

b: Modeloutput and measured outputdata for dataset
IOVRA20.

The dashed curves represent the data.

(parametervector: (c,T,K) = (0.09, 0.057, 0.0264) )

The large error (f=0.0277) of the modeloutput in fig.
shows that the model for (c,T,K) = (0.09, 0.057, 0.0264)
correct for I0VRA20. Therefore I tried to obtain a better
for (c,T,K) by estimating with dataset I0VRA20, and using
for the validation.
The estlmatlon with IOVRA20 gave an (c, T, K) that was much better
for IOVRA20:

(c,T,K) = (0.33, 0.073, 0.0299) ~ f = 0.00196

When using this (c,T,K) for the simulation of dataset IOVRA18,
again a relative large error is found (f > 0.0133). Using this
(C,T) as an initial value for estimation wIth IOVRA18 will again
yield (c,T,K) = (0.09, 0.057, 0.0264) as final value. So this
(c,T,K) is also not valid for both IOVRA18 and I0VRA20.
From this inability to find an (c,T,K) that gives good simulation
results for both datasets, can be concluded that the system is not
in the modelset.
In this case the small values consistently found for c, can easily
be explained. The values that were found for c when estimatlng
with IOVRA18 and 10VRA20, are 0.09 V respectively 0.33 V. When
manually controlling the inputsignal, the rail won't move for u
less than 1 V. The large difference is caused by the fact that the
system is not in the modelset: the model cannot be correct for
both small and large signals. The large signal behaviour probably
forces the transfer u ~ Ul to be a line, approximately through
the origin. For the model in fig. 5.-8 this means that c will be
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small (<< 1.0 V ).

From the above reasoning can be concluded that the transfer
Ul is not correctly modelled. In §5.4 a model which differs
in the transfer u ~ Ul from the model in fig. 5.-7, will be
for identification.

5.3 A non-linear model u ~ « with hYsteresis and physical
parameters

u ~

only
used

The model in this paragraph incorporates the hysteresis feature of
the system. that was also incorporated by the. model discussed in
§3.2.2 . The model in §3.2.2 was very complicated, whereas the
model used here is a simplified version.
Just as in §5.2 the linear behaviour of the model is incorporated
by the part as in fig. 5.-11a, which was implemented in software
using the general model in fig. 5.-11b.

u(1)

u(1) «( 1)

«(1+1)

«(1)

Fig. 5.-11 : The linear part of the model.

The non-linear part of the model is implemented by some additional
rules, that decide whether the linear model has to be corrected
for the non-linear friction. Applying correction for the model,
simply means bringing the system to a halt:

delay1 and delay2 receive the values -82'«(i) resp.
-«(1 ).

If the system would recieve an inputsignal equal to zero from that
moment on, the rail angle « would remain the same:

«(i+1) = delay2 - a1 . «(i) = -82'«(i) - a1'«(i) = «(i)
The rules that decide whether the linear system part needs
correction, are given in fig. 5.-12.
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linear
system

n

y 8t cxO) = 0

sign(8t cx(i» - sign(8t cx(i+l»

y y

correction for
non-linear
friction

n

n

Fig. 5. -12 Rules for deciding whether the linear system (fig.
5.-11) should be corrected for the non-linear
friction. or n6t

cxO+1)-cxO)(8t cx(i+l) is approximated by T ; see

fig. 5.11 ).

In fig. 5.-12 can be seen that. if 18tcx(i+l)I is smaller than a
certain constant. the correction is applied the system is
halted. The non-linear correction should represent the influence
of the non-linear friction that exists in the system. For the
system at rest the constant is £1. due to (non-linear) static
friction. For the system not at rest the constant is £2. due to
(non-linear) dynamic friction. In case 8tcx(i) and 8tcx(i+l) have
different signs. also static friction is assumed. because
somewhere in the interval [i·T. (i+l)T ) • 8tcx will be zero. The
influence of £1 and £2 on the simulation. can be seen in fig.
5.-13 • where simulations for various £1 and £2 are shown (used
dataset is I0VRA20).
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Fig. 5.-13 The simulation of the model for various £1 and £2 .

The curves with corresponding values £1 and £2 are
given by (curve 1 is the data)

£1

0.0 0.5 1.0

0.0 2 3 4

0.3 5 6
£2

0.5 7 8

1.0 9

A number of datasets where used for the estimation: I0VRA28,
IOVRA30, IOVRP28 AND IOVRP30. These were all generated with the
program MATDAT4 (as in fig. 5.-9, §5.2). For I0VRP28 and IOVRP30
the pulsewidth modulation [2] was used.

2The error criterion that was minimized is again Ee i / E(<<) with e i
being the output error of the model u ~« and E(<<) being the
energy contents of data signal « (see §5.2).

The SIMPLEX search algorithm is used to find the values for T, £1
and £2 that minimize the error criterion. For parameter K the
least squares solution is calculated for each combination
(T,£1,£2) chosen by the SIMPLEX algorithm.

For the four datasets I performed a series of estimations. The
results for I0VRA28 and IOVRA30 will be dicussed here: for the
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datasets IOVRP28 and I0VRP30 simular remarks can be made.
Values of T, £1, £2 and K that were found estimating with dataset
I0VRA28, were used as initial values when estimating with dataset
IOVRA30. And vice versa. The numerical results are shown in table
5-2.

IT, £1' £Z llnltlal ----> (I<, f)
~ (T, £1' £2 lflnal ----> (I<, f)

uti•. dataset T £1 £Z I< r T cI £Z I< r
no.

I0VRA28 0.06 0.3 0.15 0.0254 0.0043 0.045 0.30 0.07 0.0249 0.0025
(0.05)

2 I0YRA28 0.06 0.3 0.15 0.0264 0.0043 0.045 0.30 0.16 0.0249 0.0022
10.005)

3 IlMlA30 Tlnl £I(n) £Z(nl 0.0282 0.0394 0.049 0.49 0.17 0.0258 0.0139

4 IlMIA30 TlfI) £1 (rt) £2(fI) 0.0278 0.0304 0.057 -<l. 18 0.09 0.0281 0.0106

II It1VRA28 Tlr41 0.0 £Zlr4l 0.0248 0.0020 0.059 0.06 0.09 0.OZ49 O.OOZO

(0.005)

8 It1VRA28 Tlr41 0.0 £Z(U) 0.0248 0.0020 0.060 0.04 0.11 0.OZ49 0.0020

(0.05)

7 10YRA28 T(r4l 0.0 £Zl(4) O.OZ48 0.0020 0.06 0.03 0.09 0.0249 0.0020

(0.001l (0.01l (0.01l

Table 5-2 Estimation results for the model given in fig. 5.-12.
T(f4) denotes the final value for T obtained in
estimation number 4; analogue for £1(f4), etc.
When two numbers are given, the one in brackets is
the initial scale factor for the parameter, entered
by the user (this scale factor will determine the
size of the initial SIMPLEX in the optimization;
see also app. 3).

From table 5-2 can be seen that £1 and £2 take on very different
values in the various estimations. Sometimes holds £1 < £2 which
may same seem strange when looking at the scheme in fig. 5.-12. Is
the dynamic friction greater than the static friction ?
However, the constants £1 and £2 do n6t have such a clear physical
meaning, that can be concluded that £1 < £2 is impossible. These
constants are used for testing whether 8ta(i+1) is in some
interval. This 8ta(i+1) in general is not equal to the
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quasi-stationary angular velocity. If it were. an interpretation
of C1 and C2 could be given based on the model discussed in
§3.2.2. The simplicity of the model used in this paragraph. makes
that an interpretation in terms of the model discussed in §3.2.2 ,
is not possible.

No value could be found that satisfied for both datasets: values
for T, C1. and C2 obtained by estimating with one dataset. would
always result in a model that gave bad simulations for the other
dataset. An example of this is given by plot A4.-1 in appendix 4.
Plot A4.-1 gives the simulation of « from dataset I0VRA28. for the
(K, T, C1, C2) found in estimation no.4 . The error criterion for
this simulation is f=0.0190. which is much larger than the error
criterion found in estimation no 4 for dataset IOVRA30 Plot
A4.-2 gives the simulation of « from I0VRA28 obtained in
estimation no. 7 .
Finally the model was rejected.

Soon afterwards was discovered that somehow drift existed on the
outputdata used in this paragraph (see fig. 5.-15). This drift did
not exist at the time the data was generated. used in §3.2. The
drift seemed to vary for each dataset. The cause of the drift was
not yet known. nor had it been modelled in the model given by fig.
5.-12. So actually it is not allowed to reject the model based on
estimation results obtained with drift-polluted data. Only
estimation results obtained with a model incorporating the drift,
or using data free of drift. can make clear whether or not to
reject this model
However, because a physical interpretation of C1 and C2 in terms
of the model discussed in §3.2.2 is not possible. no more
attention was given to this model. Perhaps it is better to use a
model with hysteresis, that is more complex but does have a
physical interpretation.

5.4 Another non-linear model u ~ « without hysteresis

The model used here for identification, is very much like the one
presented in §5.2 , fig. 5.-8. Only the non-linear transfer from u
to Ul is chosen here s6, that the large signal behaviour (i.e.
large inputsignals) is not influenced by the value of parameter c.
This choice was based on results obtained with the model in §5.2 .
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Fig. 5. -14 A non-linear discrete-time model for u ~ a

(coefficients a i and bi are calculated as is

described in §5.2 )

The models contains the parameter Cd to incorporate
exists on the a-output of the system. The existence
shown clearly in fig. 5.-15.

plot([aSl aS2 aSl+aS2])

the drift that
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Fig. 5. -15
sample number

Two outputsignals are shown ; the two corresponding
inputsignals only differed in sign: u(i) from input
signal 1 was -u(i) from inputsignal 2. The sum of
the two outputsignals is also shown.
(1: outputsignal 1;
2: outputsignal 2;
3: sum of 1 and 2 )

The drift might be caused by an unbalance in the rail: perhaps the
counterweight was not placed correctly (see fig. 3.-1). However,
the drift seemed to vary from dataset to dataset. Therefore, at
that time, it was not considered likely that the drift was caused
by unbalance. Because the cause of the drift was not yet known, a
driftconstant was estimated for each dataset. At the end of this
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paragraph an explanation will be given for the drift.

The datasets used for the identification were generated as
depicted in fig. 5.-9 .

For the estimation two programs were written. The first program,
DZKTAU73, uses the SIMPLEX optimization method for all the
parameters. The second program, DKZKTAlJ74, uses the SIMPLEX
optimization method for parameters dz and T, and calculates least
squares solutions for the parameters K and Cd. The calculation of
the least squares solutions is performed using the routine F04JGF
from the NAG Pe50 library. The time required for this calculation

2is proportional to n (3m-n) , with n = number of parameters to be
calculated with the L.S.method, and m = number of samples. For the
error criterion described below, m is 1600 and n is 3 (n=3 : K .and
2 driftparameters). This results in a long calculation time.
Therefore almost all the estimations were performed with program
DZKTAlT74.
The error criterion used in these estimations, was discussed in
§4.2 and given by (5.4).

e = error of small signal
s simulation

e = error of large signal
I simulation

[

m e2(k)

F(~) = m~n L-(T=-~

T k=l s

parametervector
m

0"2 = 1 \ v 2
I iii L "dl

k=l

m

0"2 = 1 \ y2
s m L ds

k=l

(5.4)

Two datasets were used: one was generated with a large
inputsignal, and one with a small inputsignal. Both datasets
contained the inputsignal in volt, and the outputsignal in
radians. Because later on we want to use the model for simulation
of x, es and el represent the outputerror of the model u ~ tt but

2integrated twice [V·s J. And yds and ydl represent the output
datasignals integrated twice [rad's2 J (see §4.2, fig. 4.-3).
The numerical results obtained with the estimation program
DZKTAlJ74, using datasets IOALS12 (standard deviation of input
noise: 0.9-3.3 V) and IOALS16 (standard deviation: 0.5-3.3 V), are
given in table 5-3.
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INITIAL FINAL
(42) --+

[ c ~ Cd2) --+[fC:)(1 f Cx2) [ c Cdt f
esUa. datil Cd]

10AlS

0.025 a a 0.18 39.3 \.0 0.011 0.018 0.0011 0.0016 0.016
12.16 1.0 0.01

( le--04.) ( le-04.) 0.-04 ) ( le-OJ) (1.-03)

O. I O. I 0.025 0.11 31.1 1.0 0.099 0.018 0.0011 0.0016 0.016
12,16

«f81 ,(f8) lCf8) Cdl(f'Q) cu(f8) O. 014 0.014 \.0 0.098 O. 021 0.0033) 0.0033 0.00023
12.12

0.1 a a 0.1 J7.1 \.2 0.20 0.018 0.00081 O. 0005e 0.018
10 12.16 \.0 0.025

C2.-1) (2.-02) (2.-03) (le-aJ) (le-03)

.(flOl ,(flO) l(flO) Cd2{fl0) Cd2(f10} 0.002 0.002 \.2 0.49 0.018 O. 00060 O. 00052 0.015
II 16.16

12 16,16 «f8) T(f8) lCf8) Cd:il{f8) Cd2(f8) 0.002 0.002 1.0 0.10 0.011 v.0016 0.0016 0.0026

( le-04) (te-04) (le-04) (h·-QJ) 0.-03 )

13 16,16 .(f8) ,(f8) l(f8) Cd:il(f8) Cd2(ra) 0.002 0.002 \.0 0.09 0.011 0.0016 0.0016 0.0026

Cl!e-I) (2.-02) (2.-03) ( le-a3) ( ,.-03)

14 12,12 c(f8) "I:(f8) l(f8) Cdt (ra) Cdl(f8) 0.014 0.014 0.8 0.15 0.019 0.0014 0.0015 0.001

15 12.12 «fl4) T(fl4} l(f14) Cdl(flO) cd2(f14} 0.003 0.004 0.83 0.045 0.024 0.0025 0.0025 0.0004

Table 5-3 Estimation results for the model in fig. 5.-14.
c(f8) denotes the final value for c obtained in
estimation no. 8; .. etc.
The numbers in brackets indicate the initial scale
factor entered by the user: this factor will determine
the initial size of the SIMPLEX in the optimization
process (see also app. 3). Large scale factors will
give a large SIMPLEX, and vice versa.
fcx1: error for dataset 1; fcx2: error for dataset 2;
f = fcx1 + fcx2 .

In appendix 4 plots are given for some of these estimations. Some
of the plots show simulations of angle a and the a-signals from
the datasets. I will refer to these plots as 'a-type' plots. Other
plots show the signal that is obtained by integrating twice the a
signals from the datasets, and the simulations of a. I will refer
to these plots as 'x-type' plots (§3.1: x is obtained from a by
integrating twice and multiplying with -g·9/5).
When looking at the 'a-type' plot from estimation no. 8 (app. 4
fig. A4.-3), the first thing one notices, is the large difference
between the large signal data and it's simulation. Compared with
the small signal data and it's simulation, the large signal
simulation seems pretty bad. However, we have chosen the error
criterion s6, that the large signal simulation is allowed to have
much larger absolute errors than the small signal simulation (see
eq. (5.4)). In doing so, we hoped to find parameters for which the
model would be good for both large and small signals.
We can see from table 5-3, that each estimation using both IOALS12
(large signal data) and IOALS16 (small signal data), yields K ~

0.018 (app. 4 : fig. A4.-3). When we perform an estimation using
only IOALS16 (estimation no. 12), we get K ~ 0.017 (app. 4: fig.
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A4.-4). When we use only IOALS12 (estimation no. 9), a much larger
value for K is found: K ~ 0.027 (app. 4 : fig. A4.-5), The used
error criterion makes that the K-Parameter found in the estimation
when using IOALS12 and IOALS16, is no good for describing the
large signal behaviour. The small non-linearity in transfer d -7 a
(see §3.1), can not account for the large difference in K for
small signals and large signals.
When the K-parameter is not estimated correctly, Cd probably
cannot be estimated correctly either. This holds for both
estimation programs DZKTAU73 and DZKTAU74.
The values found for T vary from 0.045 in estimation no. 15, to
0.49 in estimation no. 11. ApParently the error criterion is very
insensitive to T. This probably is due to the fact, that the error
criterion minimizes the output error of model u -7 a, integrated
twice. Thus mainly low frequencies are weighed, whereas the output
error of u -7 a due to false T, is high in frequency.

Eventually the cause of the drift became clear. The drift turned
out not to be time-varying: it was caused by an unbalance in the
rail with rollscrew and counterweight. However, when using the
pulsewidth modulation, the positive drift (see fig. 5.-1, curve 3)
was countered by a small asymmetry in the PWM-circuit. Sometimes
the drift even became negative.
Futhermore does the influence of the unbalance also depend on the
inputsignal. This obviously follows from the fact that for an
inputsignal equal to 0, the rail will not move at all and
therefore no drift will exist: only when the inputsignal becomes
large enough to make the rail move, the net torque due to the
unbalance will cause an asymmetry.
Another asymmetry, namely the one in the transfer d -7 a,
sometimes made the cause of the drift less aPParent. Because of
this asymmetry, the amplification K will be larger for a negative
than for a positive.
All these effects made that the cause of the drift not was found
immediately.

The unbalance was eliminated by moving the counterweight 6 mm
towards the rotation point of the rail. When generating two
datasets, one with inputsignal u(i) and one with inputsignals
-u(i), the sum of the measured outputsignals times 10, will yield
curve 3 in fig. 5.-16. The asymmetry in the transfer d -7 a causes
the curve to become negative in some range.
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Fig. 5. -16 Data from the system with balance restored.
1 : outputsignal 1 (inputsignal u(i»
2 : outputsignal 2 (inputsignal -u(i»
3 : (sum of 1 and 2) *" Iv

I have generated new data for the system in balance, and performed
some estimations with program DZKTAU74. This program still
estimates driftconstants and uses error criterion (5.4). When
using two datasets, 6ne with a large outputsignal and 6ne with a
small outputsignal, the estimated driftconstants will still be
rather large and K will be small (small K: bad large signal
simulation). When using only the large signal data, different
values for Cd are found in the various estimations. And also the
value for K is found to vary unexpectedly much.
The above results can be explained for a system not in the
modelset. However, more certainty about this, can be obtained by
performing new estimations, using the model with6ut
driftparameters. This task still has to be carried out. It
requires only small changes to estimation program DZKTAU74. When
you want to use again a L.S. estimate for K, program DZKTAU73 has
to be modified. Calculating only the L.S. estimate for K, does not
require the use of routine F04JGF.
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6. Conc Ius ions and recommendat iro\;n:;cs,--------------------

Four models describing the system transfer u ~ a were developed.
Estimations have been performed for three of these models.
The first model has a deadzone that is non-linear for both small
and large inputsignals. I was found that this model can not
describe the system part u ~ a properly. The large signal
behaviour of the system is modelled at expense of the small signal
behaviour.
The second model incorporated a non-linearity with hysteresis. The
estimations for the second model were performed using data, that
was polluted by a driftsisnal. The drift was not modelled.
Therefore the estimations should be repeated using data free of
drift. However, a physical interpretation for the mode I parameters
is rather difficult. Therefore it is better to implement the
fourth model, which is based on the friction known for
hydrodynamical bearings (§3.2.2). The model implementation in
software will be more complex, but the parameters of the model
will have a clear physical meaning.
The third model incorporated a deadzone which has non-linear
behaviour only for small inputsignals. The drift present in the
data, was also modelled. However, it was found that the drift can
be eliminated from the data. Thus the drift does not have to be
modelled. The model will need one (drift) parameter less, and
estimation results for this model will be better. The estimation
program that was written for the model incorporating drift, can
easily be modified to enable estimation of parameters for the
model without drift. When generating data for the estimation, it
is advisable to check whether the data is free of drift (cf. fig.
5.-15).

The software for data generation and parameter estimation was
written in the language RM-FORTRAN. Perhaps that using PASCAL
instead of FORTRAN, wi 11 make programs more clearly. The FORMAT
commands and cursor movement are rather complex in FORTRAN and
make that writing program parts for input-output operations, is
very time consuming.
And finally is it interesting to investigate what possibilities
other software packages, such as MATRIXx, have for estimating
non-linear models or using coefficients in the discrete-time
domain that can be dependant on each other.
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APPENDIX 1

Remarks on the report of Ken Shiosaki by Paul van Bemmelen

After having read the part of your report considering the
pulse-width modulation and the dynamic reset, and having put to
work the circuit, there are several additional remarks that I
would like to make. The first remark is about the supposed limited
usefullness of the pulse-width modulation for our case, because of
the lowpass characteristic of the servoamplifier and motor. The
second remark concerns the symmetry of the pulse-width circuitry.
The third remark is about the robustness of the relais in the
dynamic reset circuitry. The fourth and last remark concerns the
power supply connection of the circuitry.

During the last week of your stay here you found that the current
through the motor in case of the pulse-width modulation, was not
able to follow the sharp transients of the PWM-input signal.
Because of this lowpass characteristic the conclusion seemed
Justified that the PWM was not suitable for our control. However,
after you had left we found that this large risetime was due for a
large part, to peaks in the tachogenerator output. It turned out
that the tachosignal consisted of a small dc-signal proportional
to the angular velocity, and a large ac-signal with a periodtime
of ina s., caused by the mutual inductance of the servomotor and
the tachogenerator. (Remember that the tachosignal is fed back to
the input of the servoamplifier in order to get a large constant
damping of the system.) By filtering the tachosignal with two
elco's, this ac-signal can be reduced considerably. As a result
the risetime of the current through the motor can be reduced
considerably. The part of the circuit that provides for the
feedback of the tachosignal was changed according to the figure
below.

A(&.r

Fig. Al.-l : Filtering the unwanted ac-signal out the tacho-signal.

Also, the circuitry of the servoamplifier has
order to achieve shorter risetimes. The feedback
was changed: Rg was 4M7Q / / a. lJlF, and is now
(compare fig. 2.1.2 of [1]):
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P..I =0-

Fig. Al.-2 : Feedback of OP1/2 for shorter risetime.

Having made the above changes, the PWM turns out to be much
better. The axis of the servomotor starts revolving slowly at an
input voltage of the PWM board of approximately -0.1 V (negative
direction) and +0.4 V (positive direction). This is much smaller
than the 1.4 V we had without the pulse-width modulation.
However, the pulse-width as a function of the input voltage Vin to
the board, is non-symmetrical for small input voltages. This a
result of the absolute-value circuit that is used. In this circuit
a limiter is used which consists of an opamp with some diodes and
resistors in its feedback loop. Because of the voltage drop over
the diodes and the finite amplification of the opamp, the
absolute-value circuit and the limiter have the following
characteristics:

Fig. Al.-3 V4/1 as a function of Vi (V4/1 is output of OP4/1 :
see fig. 8.5.1 from the report from Ken Shiosaki);
Vo as a function of Vi (for Vo see fig. Al.-4).
Parameter Vp3/1 is the voltage of the plus input of
the opamp OP3/1.

From the above plot can be seen that for Vp3/1 =35mV the absolute
value characteristic is symmetrical. For large input values each
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half of the curve can be approximated by a straight line
the origin. So I added a resistor and a potmeter to the
(see fig. 8.5.1 of your report= [2]) to get this voltage
appropiate pin:

through
circuit
at the

t:; V
PlfI

-

/0 Ie.

- IS" II

Fig. Al.-4 Hake Vp3/1 -0.35 mV to obtain symmetrical V4/1 as
function of Vi.

starts moving for input voltages of +0.2V
of the pulsewidth of Vout (see fig. 8.5.1
the input voltage Vin is given.
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with relais Re1.
by two miniature
~ege • Also I

The third remark I'd like to make concerns the relais of the
dynamic reset system. These relais have to break the current when
the rollscrew leaves its normal operating region. The current to
(input)voltage ratio is 0.5 for our servoamplifier, so currents of
5 A will flow (specifications of motor: max. peak: 20 A). Because
of the inductance of the motor a large voltage drop will appear
over the relais contacts and after a few times the relais contacts
will be welded together.
This is exactly what happened in the circuit
Therefore I replaced the two relais (RZ2G12)
power relais from Siemens (V23037-A2-A101), see
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have put a voltage dependant resistor (PO and P2 in fig. 5~1~1--C>f

your report) over the motor contacts, which will have a low
resistance for high voltages thus protecting the relais contacts.

The last remark concerns the grounding of the system. The total
system (amplifier+motor, computer, dynamic reset circuit) has to
be grounded by only one ground (: no loops!). Only the power cord
from the servoamplifier has a connection to ground. The rest of
the system is grounded by the ground from the servoamplifier.

+Vee -+ -Vee
000

do n6t use
this ground

OV

computer

-220V

A/D

OV

servoamp.
+ motor
+ rail

-220V

dynamic
reset

system

Fig. Al.-6 : Grounding of the system.

It's never advisable to use the ground on the front panel of the
power supply of the dynamic reset system. When you d6, the
following might occur. When the power cord (includes the ground
pin) of the servomotor is disconnected from the electric mains
(because only the computer is used), the computer will be grounded
by the dynamic reset circuit via the «-potentiometer. When this
happens sparks in the potentiometer might reduce the resistance
locally and the linearity of the potentiometer will be destroyed.
It is therefore preferable to use a contact cover for the power
supply of the dynamic reset system, which has no ground. Then the
dynamic reset system recieves its ground from the front panel of
the servoamplifier.
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APPENDIX 2

Software written for data generation and estimation.

Appendix 2 is not included in full length in this report. Instead.
it is given in a seperate stencil. The following programs are
described in detail in the stencil:

Datageneration: LBTST5.EXE (files: LBTST5.FOR. ANSI2.FOR.
PFLSD2.ASM)

MATDAT4.EXE (files: MATDAT4.FOR. ANSI2.FOR.
PFLSD2.ASM)

TIMTST.EXE (files: TIMTST.FOR. ANSI2.FOR.
PFLSD2.ASM)

Est imat ion: DZKTAU74.EXE (files: DZKTAU74.FOR. FUNCT74.FOR.
MONIT74.FOR. ANSI2.FOR.
PFLSD2.ASM)

For a number of programs the files ANSI2.0BJ and PFLSD2.0BJ were
included in the linking phase. These files contain procedures I
did not write myself. The procedures I did use from these files
are also described in the stencil:

Cursor control: Used routines from ANSI2.0BJ (file: ANSI2.FOR)
- CLRVID
- INV
- CLRSCR
- ELCE
- POS(X.Y)

LABMASTER control: Used routines from PFLSD2.0BJ
PFLSD2.ASM)

- INITLM(RANGE)
- TIMSET(COUNT.MODE.LOAD)

TIMRD(COUNT. T)
- WRITDA(INPCHN.INP)
- READAD (OUICHN. OUIP)
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APPENDIX 2

Software written for data generation and estimation.

MATDAT4:

LBTST5:

DZKTAlJ74:
I ~ NO 7 ~fE r k t t4 Vir

(vJdl ~o({ow ::0 'iv 11)
\.;'
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APPENDIX 3

The SIMPLEX method used by E04CCF

describe the
to find a
is to be

and the

to
used
F(~)

is 2

In the following, the term 'SIMPLEX' is used
geometrical structure of (n+1) vertices, that is
direction in the X-space in which the minimum of

- 2 2sought. For our example F(~) is 10,Xl + X2 , so n
SIMPLEX is a triangular.

This appendix contains an excerpt from an article from the
'Computer Journal', vol.?, Jan. 1965, p.30a-313. In this article
the SIMPLEX optimization strategy is described, that is applied in
TUfSIH ([ 4), Part 2, page 2.3).
It turns out that this same strategy is also applied in the E04CCF
routine from the NAG Pe50 library. This can be seen from the
sequence ~2, ~3, ... that is generated by the routine E04CCF, for
a simple error function

(A3.1)

ini tialthe

T
, ~ = (Xl' X2 )

F(~) is (0 O)T. For

F(~) = 10'~ + ~

The value for X that minimizes
- Tval ue ~l I choose (25 25).

In fig. A3.-1 is depicted for a number of iterations, how the
TSIMPLEX moves towards the optimum ~ = (0 0). It turns out that

the way the SIMPLEX moves in fig. A3.-1, is exactly like it is
described in the article in the 'Computer Journal'.

The performance of optimization methods can significantly be
influenced by scaling of the parameters. The original parameters
will often reflect the physical nature of the problem at hand.
SCaling of these variables will give them desirable properties in
terms of optimization. For the estimation programs that I have
written the parameters were scaled using the linear
transformation ([3]: 'Chapter Introduction-E04', par. 2.2:
, SCal ing') :

~ld = S X +-new v with S a diagonal matrix.

Before routine E04CCF is called, the user should specify the
values of the elements of S and V. These values remain the same

thduring the whole iteration process. For the i element of V the
user might choose the expected final value for the i th element of
~old. And for the i th diagonal element of S he mi~Rt choose a
value representing the expected inaccuracy of the i element of
V. The scale factors given in the tables from chapter 5, are the
elements of S.
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Fig. A3.-1 TThe progression of ~k towards the optimum (0,0) •
using the SIMPLEX algorithm E04CCF form the NAG PC50
library. In this figure each vertex ~k is indicated
by it's number k.
The numbers 40, ...• 1440 give F(~) for the points
on the corresponding ellipses.
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A simplex method for function minimization

By J. A. NeIder and R. Meadt

A methocl is described for the minimization of a fllDCtiOll of • ftJiabIes, wbic:b tlepeads 011 1

comparison of function mues at the (Ir + 1) vertices of a geoera.l simplex, foUo"ed by t
replacement of the vertex with the highest value by another point. 1be simplex adapts itself
the local landscape, and contrads on to the final minimum. 1be method is shown to be effect
and computatioaaJly- c:ompac:t. A procedure is givea for the estimatioa or the HessiIlII _trix
the neighboumood of the IIIiaimam, aeeded in statistical atilDatioo problems.

Spendley et oJ. (1962) introduced an ingenious idea for
tracking optimum operating conditions by evaluating
the output from a system at a set of points fonning a
simplex in the factor-space, and continually forming
new simplices by reflecting one point in the hyperplane
of the remaining points. This idea is clearly applicable
to the problem of minimizing a mathematical function
of several variables, as was recognized by these authors.
However, they assumed that the relative steps to be made
in varying the factors were known, and this makes their
strategy rather rigid for general use. In the method to
be described the simplex adapts itself to the local land
scape, elongating down long inclined planes, changing
direction on encountering a valley at an angle, and
contracting in the neighbourhood of a minimum. The
criterion for stopping the process has been chosen with
an eye to its use for statistical problems involving the
maximization of a likelihood function, in which the
unknown parameters enter non-linearly.

Themetbod
We consider, initial/y, the minimization of a function

of n variables, without constraints. Po, p .. ... P~ are
the (n + 1) points in n-dimensional space defining the
current "simplex." [The simplex will not, of course. be
regular in general.] We write )'; for the function value
at Pi' and define

h as the suffix such that Yh = max (y;) [h for "high"]
and ;

I as the suffix such that .vI = min (y;) (I for "low"].
I

Further we define P as the centroid of the points with
i 01= h, and write [PIP)] for the distance from Pi to Pi'
At each stage in the process Pit is replaced by a new
point; three operations are used-reflection, contraction,
and expansion. These are defined as follows: the
reflection of Ph is denoted by p., and its co-ordinates
are defined by the relation

p. = (1 + afp - aPIt

where a is a positive constant, the reflection coefficient.
Thus p. is on the line joining Ph and p, on the far side

t Nalio"al Vegetable Research Statio", Wel/esbourne, Warwick.

of P from Pit with [p·P] = a[P~]. IfY· lies betwe
Yit and Y" then P" is replaced by p. and we start ag;
with the new simplex.

If Y· < Y" i.e. if reflection has produced a n
minimum, then we expand p. to P** by the relation

P** = yp* + (1 - '1)1'.

The expansion coefficimt 'I, which is greater than uni
is the ratio of the distance [P*.p] to [p.p].
Y·· < Y, we replace P" by P** and restart the proc::c:
but if Y" > Y, then we have a failed expansion, and
replace Pit by p. before restarting.

If on reflecting J:, to P* we find that Y· > Y, for
; .,c h, i.e. that replacing 1l. by P* leaves y* the maximll
then we define a new P" to be either the old P" or J

whichever has the lower Y value, and form

1'** = pP" + (1 - P>P.
The contractwn coefficient P lies between 0 and 1 s
is the ratio of the distance [P*·P] to [~P]. We tJ
accept p•• for PIt and restart, unless y*. > min (Yilt J
i.e. the contracted point is worse than the better of
and p.. For such a failed contraction we replace
the P/s by (P, + P,)/2 and restart the process.

A failed expansion may be thought of as result
from a lucky foray into a vaDey (p.) but at an angle
the valley so that p•• is well up on the opposite slo
A failed contraction is much rarer, but can occur wl
a vaDey is curved and one point of the simplex is ml
farther from the vaDey bottom than the others; c
traction may then cause the reflected POint to m
away from the valley bottom instead of towards
Further contractions are then useless. The action I
posed contracts the simplex towards the lowest po
and will eventuaDy bring all points into the valley. .
coefficients lX, p, 'I give the factor by which the voll
of the simplex is changed by the operations of ret1ecti
contraction or expansion respectively. The comp
method is given as a flow diagram in Fig. 1.

A final point concerns the criterion used for hal
the procedure. The criterion adopted is SOIDe\1

different from that used by PoweD (1964) in that i
concerned with the variation in the Y values over
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Fig. A4.-3 Simulations obtained with the model that has non
linear behaviour only for small inputsignals. Drift
was also modelled (§5.4). Parameters were obtained
in estimation no. 8 :
(K,T,c,cd1 ,cd2 ) = (0.018, 0.099, 1.0, 0.0011, 0.0016)

Top plot (<<-type):
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signal data);
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signal data);
simulation of « from IOALS16.

Bot tom plot (x-type):
Signals from top plot, but integrated twice.
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linear behaviour only for small inputsignals. Drift
was also modelled (§5.4). Parameters were obtained
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Top plot (a-type):
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Bottom plot (x-type):
Signals from top plot, but integrated tWice.
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Top plot (a-type):
curve 1 a-signal from dataset IOALS12 (large

signal data);
curve 2 simulation of a from IOALS12;

signal data);

Bottom plot (x-type):
Signals from top plot. but integrated twice.
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APPENDIX 5

Used notations

the character
meaning. This

Some of
another

a.
1

This list is not meant to be complete.
strings, may sometimes also be used with
will be clear from the context.

coefficient of z-i in denominator of transfer function;

b.
1

(X
d,l
D
o

e
F(~)

g
h(k)
h (t):

c
i
J
K
m
n
t
T
T

f
"["

u
W
x
~
y

coeffl'cient of z-i in t f t f f tinumera or 0 rans er unc on;

angle of rail;
length of rollscrew;
linear friction coefficient;
§3.1: angle opposing side d; §3.2.2: lenght of time inter
val;
error of model simulation with respect to data;
error criterion;
gravitational acceleration;
sample k of impulse response;
continuous-time impulse response;

§3.1: current;
momentum of inertia;
amplification parameter [rad/(Y·s)];
number of samples;
number of parameters;
time;
torque;
friction torque;

time constant;
input signal to motor [V];
friction force;
ball position;
parameter vector;
output of model or system;

derivative of (X with respect to time.

derivative of x

u~(X system or model which has u for input and (X for
output.

u(s) Laplace transfer of signal (X
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u

u(z)

T ex 0:

kth element of vector u

z-transform of sequence u

T proportional to 0:
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